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Predictions in Fire Fighting - Fire Triangle
Children exploring fire

Could you put out a burning house fire
by putting a huge bell over it?

Why do firefighters not use very big fire-blankets
to estinguish forrest fires?

I loved to wear the safety goggles and
the labcoats - I felt like a real scientist.

I loved guessing how all the diffrent materials
I collected would burn.

I would have never expected so few lycopodium spores
to make such a big fire.

easy-to-implement, exciting experiments with everyday objects - surprising results
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This is the project description. The text is set in 31
points. This might seem large but you have to consider,
that the distance between the reader and the poster

might be quite big, so a large typeface is essential for
readability. Also you should not overestimate the
average reading time of a poster.
A clear structure also helps the reader to quickly
understand, what your poster is about so highlighting
facts with a bold typeface and colour might be useful.
Please stick to your Guiding Theme’s color scheme, f.e.
for title or subtitle. Colors are intentionally selected and
fixed. Color codes for each Theme are listed below.

When your work is finished, save the document as
pdf and send it to sons2022@elixirdoskol.cz. It will
be published on the sons2022.eu website. Please
print the document in A1 format and bring it with
you to Prague.

Note: If you decided to prepare your materials in
Canva, click the download button in the top right
corner and download as pdf.
This is only an example on how to structure your poster design. Please use a clear

division of space.

Conclusion: At the end of the poster you might place a conclusive sentence which in this
case is set Calibri light, 36 pt.

